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On last leavings, you kindly made a basket of images with
associated captions in order to provide insight into what you,
Katie, and thus your alias, Frida Steele, like / have collected
over time. 



My initial sensation was one of density, of earthiness. 

Not just the earthines of dirt, but the sturdiness of ground, 
the plumpness of the tomato, the bulge & swell of that chair. 





On meditation, Katie, you yourself have a unique potency that, 
while cased in the feminine, is steeled (excuse that) in a rare 
forthrightness.

Not that frankness is rare but its usually coupled with excuse 

Not so with thee. 

Simple statements, simple lines. Honest.





I returned to the images a second time. 

I snagged the ‘clean’ image because it provides common ground.

Everyone wants one of two things from their logo: clean 
or simple. 

Here I find most pertinent the density of line and the solid, 
powerful shades of pure color.
 





The drooping loops of the jade plant, the ‘funky succulent’, 
which, the word choice even, of ‘funk’, reflects this pervading 
sense of Central / South American jazz—it is no Danish house 
with spare & skeletal furniture we’re studying here. 

The wall-artwork has bold cuts and a warm hue. The necklaces 
hang in great globs, and your boyfriend, in his exposed glory, 
is a symbol of celebration, curiosity and acceptance. 

This ‘embodiedness’ draws me.

 





Thoughts on fonts. 

I am drawn to serifs by nature and in thinking about you, 
I’ve leaned towards a Clarendon (which this presentation is
set in). 



Clarendon Bold

ABCDEFGHIJKLM
NOPQRSTUWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz



I had Big Caslon or Caslon generally in my head as a place
to start. It might work, but may be too literary, lacking funk. 

Nothing soft, of course (I’m thinking of easyJet, that cloud 
and bubble font) but, remembering the tomato, the chair, a
roundness, embracing curve.



Big Caslon

ABCDEFGHIJKLM
NOPQRSTUWXYZ
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z





On doing some research, I am drawn really aggressively 
towards the Domaine font family, specifically the bolder weights,
which hold a very luscious curve and flare that restrains itself. 

Thin horizontal bars, deep winding S’s and terminals give the
thing on the whole an incredibly stolid verve, one that while 
funky, is reliably gripped in an unspoken surety. 



I wanted to know what made the font so durable and beautiful,
so I measured it from my computer screen and re-drew it in hopes
of both re-building it, and then knowing how it could be made
unique to Frida Steele.

I hope that re-creation does the font some justice.





Yeah. The t should be a d.

Frita Lays.

I took this skeleton and re-built it on the computer out of as 
simple of shapes as I could.





Then it was a matter of editing line-weight, the fine detail work
that wears on the eyes and drives one to believing in ghosts.



I think this was an excellent choice. 

It’s so graspable, particularly the curves of the ‘a’ and the ‘r’.

 





The grinning faces of the ‘e’s and the solidity of the ‘i’.

 









A small touch (but I think a fun one) to accent the piece is
to slightly alter color of the dot on the ‘i’. 

It indicates the ‘ee’ sound of Frida and provides a curious 
effect visually, almost a sense of space, or texture, where 
there is none.





Add your favorite colors.











And close with a thank you. 

I fell deeply for this.


